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Borehole temperature depth profiles are commonly used to infer time variations in the
ground surface temperature on centennial time scales. We compare different proce-
dures to obtain a regional ground surface temperature history (GSTH) from an ensem-
ble of borehole temperature depth profiles. We address in particular the question of5
selecting profiles that are not contaminated by non climatic surface perturbations and
we compare the joint inversion of all the profiles with the average of individual inver-
sions. We show that the resolution and the stability of the inversion of selected profiles
are much improved over those for a complete data set. When profiles have been se-
lected, the average GSTH of individual inversions and the GSTH of the joint inversion10
are almost identical. This is not observed when the entire data set is inverted: the
average of individual inversions is different from the joint inversion. We also show that
the joint inversion of very noisy data sets does not improve the resolution but, on the
contrary, causes strong instabilities in the inversion. When the profiles that are affected
by noise can not be eliminated, averaging of the individual inversions yields the most15
stable result, but with very poor resolution.
1 Introduction
In recent years, borehole temperature data have been used to provide additional ev-
idence for recent climatic changes in several parts of the world (e.g. Cermak, 1971;
Vasseur et al., 1983; Lachenbruch and Marshall, 1986; Nielsen and Beck, 1989; Bel-20
trami et al., 1992; Wang, 1992; Bodri and Cermak, 1997; Pollack et al., 1996). In-
deed, transient surface temperature perturbations propagate downward and, although
attenuated, are recorded in the Earth
′
s subsurface as perturbations of a steady state
temperature regime.
Because surface temperature oscillations are damped over a length scale δ (skin25




















the earth acts as a filter and the record of the ground surface temperature history
(GSTH) is blurred. Because of the low thermal diffusivity of rocks (≈10−6m2s−1), the
short period oscillations, such as the diurnal or annual cycles, have skin depth ranging
from a few centimetres to a couple of meters. Variations of ground surface temperature
of the last 200–300 years are recorded in the first 200m, whereas the effect of the post-5
glacial warming is observed down to 2500m. The interpretation of temperature profiles
in terms of the GSTH presents all the characteristics of ill-posed geophysical inversion
problems: their solution is not unique and it is unstable (e.g. Jackson, 1972; Tikhonov
and Arsenin, 1977; Menke, 1989; Parker, 1994).
The first application of inversion techniques to infer the GSTH from borehole temper-10
ature profile was the study by Vasseur et al. (1983). In the last fifteen years, several
papers have addressed the problem of inversion of borehole temperature data and
different methods have been proposed to invert the GSTH from one or several temper-
ature profiles. Many other papers deal “empirically” with practical considerations.
The interpretation of borehole temperature profiles is based on the one dimensional15
heat equation; it assumes that a uniform boundary condition is applied on a plane sur-
face and that physical properties only depend on depth. Although corrections can be
applied to correct heat flow for the effect of topography (Blackwell et al., 1980), this
is rarely done in climate studies because the amplitude of the climatic signals is often
smaller than the uncertainty on these corrections. Other variations in surface boundary20
condition can affect the temperature measured at depth and need to be accounted for:
proximity to lakes or large rivers, recent forest fires, changes in vegetation cover, defor-
estation. Other perturbations include refraction by lateral changes in thermal conduc-
tivity, water circulation in the borehole, etc. These effects need to be well documented
since they produce distortions of the temperature profiles similar to those produced by25
climate change and they might overshadow any real climatic signal in a GSTH. Until
recently, borehole temperature depth profiles were not logged to infer past climates,
but for heat flow measurements. For heat flow studies, corrections are often small and


















But for climate studies, the signal is recorded in the shallow part of the profile which is
most affected by “noise”.
It had been hoped that the problem of “noise” could be alleviated through regional
GSTH studies, performed by inverting several borehole temperature profiles within a
given region (Beltrami and Mareschal, 1992; Pollack et al., 1996). Such studies as-5
sume that variations of air surface temperature trends and thus of ground surface
temperatures remain correlated over distances ≈500 km (Hansen and Lebedeff, 1987;
Jones et al., 1999). Two methods can be used to determine a regional GSTH: all
the borehole temperature profiles are inverted simultaneously to obtain the common
GSTH, or each profile is inverted separately and the individual GSTHs are averaged.10
If noise is random and uncorrelated, the simultaneous inversion of a given data-set,
either local or regional, should theoretically yield a GSTH with a better signal to noise
ratio than an average of individual inversions. This assumes that the noise is uncorre-
lated and that there is no systematic bias in the perturbations of the temperature profile.
This latter condition is unlikely to be met for practical reasons: for instance, boreholes15
located on the shore of a lake can be (and are) logged, but boreholes in the middle of a
lake never are. Some authors (Lewis, 1998) have thus argued that the error associated
to GSTH will systematically be biased towards a warming of the ground surface. The
argument is that in most cases, human and/or natural effects on the energy balance at
the ground surface will cause a gain of energy by the ground (clear-cutting of forested20
areas, pollution effects on vegetation cover, forest fires, etc.). Previous studies with
poorly documented site conditions retained all the boreholes and might have overesti-
mated the warming trend (Beltrami et al., 1992; Beltrami and Mareschal, 1992).
When the conditions at the sites are well documented, one could eliminate the tem-
perature profiles that are perturbed by surface conditions. In general, very few bore-25
holes meet strict criteria, and the majority of the logged boreholes in a region are
rejected. For example, in two recent studies only 15 and 50% of the logged bore-



















The correlation of individual inversions of temperature profiles is often weak whether
they come from the same region (Gosselin and Mareschal, 2003) or cover a wide part
of the Earth surface (Harris and Chapman, 2001). Consequently, the GSTH averaging
all the individual inversions has very poor resolution (Pollack et al., 1998). It was hoped
that the simultaneous inversion of profiles from a region that have recorded the same5
GSTH would improve resolution because the signal in the GSTH should be correlated
and the noise is not (Beltrami and Mareschal, 1992, 1995; Clauser and Mareschal,
1995; Pollack et al., 1996). In practice, this did not turn out to be true (Huang et al.,
2000; Gosselin and Mareschal, 2003). There are several reasons that joint inversion
did not do much to improve the results.10
1. The number of temperature profiles remains small and insufficient to produce a
significant improvement in the signal to noise ratio which is ∝
√
N.
2. The assumption that the GSTHs are identical is almost never verified. One would
not expect it to hold when the data cover a very wide region of the Earth. Even at
the regional scale, visual inspection of the reduced temperature profiles reveals15
that they have not recorded the same GSTH. Thus, the joint inversion of real data
seldom improves signal/noise ratio; sometimes it decreases this ratio.
3. Even when the GSTHs are identical at all sites, the records will be consistent only
if the thermal diffusivity at each site is well determined. The danger of adjusting
physical properties is that the GSTHs may appear well correlated when they are20
not.
4. The resolution is limited by the profile with the highest noise level which deter-
mines how much regularization is required (Beltrami et al., 1997).
5. Beltrami et al. (1997) have emphasized the need to combine profiles with com-
parable vertical depth in order to avoid bias. The minimum depth sampled varies25


















tremely noisy and are often discarded. This is an important bias because temper-
ature perturbations are largest near the surface.
Different authors have calculated the GSTH (local or regional) from the raw or the
“reduced” temperature depth profiles. The reduced temperature profile is obtained by
removing from the data a reference temperature profile, obtained by upward contin-5
uation of the lowermost part of the profile, assumed to be near steady state. This
preprocessing of data allows to infer warming or cooling by visual inspection of these
reduced profiles. But it may also be useful to improve the results of the inversions using
the singular value decomposition algorithm to determine regional GSTH.
So far, there is no consensus among researchers on the best procedure to obtain10
a regional GSTH (simultaneous inversion vs. average of individual inversions, selec-
tion of borehole temperature profiles unaffected by non-climatic perturbations vs. “in-
discriminate” use of all the borehole temperature profiles, reduced vs raw tempera-
ture profiles). No systematic studies were conducted because there were not enough
measurements in a given region to make statistically relevant comparisons. During15
the past 20 years, the GEOTOP-IPGP research team has logged 338 boreholes at
more than 100 different sites across south-central and south-eastern Canada (Fig. 1).
Because these sites are distributed in three main regions, northern Manitoba and
Saskatchewan, north-western Ontario, and eastern Ontario and Quebec, these bore-
hole temperature data are appropriate to conduct regional studies, and the number of20
data in each region is sufficient to compare results from the different procedures.
2 Theoretical framework
2.1 General formulation – the direct problem
Usually, the data consist of a few temperature profiles, thermal conductivity, and heat
production measurements. Because the temperature profiles are sparse and the bore-25


















in physical properties, and in the boundary conditions. These assumptions are not al-
ways satisfied either because the surface boundary condition can vary (effect of lakes,
vegetation cover, topography, etc.) or because physical properties vary horizontally
and there may be refraction. This is likely to be the case with mining exploration bore-
holes that target very local mineralized bodies. In general, however, there is not enough5
information on the 3-D conductivity variations and insufficient data to warrant a three
dimensional model.
For a layered earth, the steady-state temperature profile can be written as:















where λ is the thermal conductivity, H is the heat generation, z is depth, positive down-
ward. The heat flow qref is taken positive upward. If a temperature perturbation T0(t) is
applied uniformly on the surface z=0, the temperature in a homogeneous half space is


















where the thermal diffusivity κ is assumed constant.
For a jump ∆T in surface temperature at time t before present, the temperature
perturbation is given by:























temperature perturbation is given by:



















For a constant change in surface heat flux ∆q starting at time t before present, the



















and, in particular, the change in surface temperature is given by:







Figure 2 shows the temperature profiles for three different surface boundary condi-
tions leading the same present surface temperature. As one would expect, warming
is more rapid after a jump in surface temperature than after a jump in surface heat10
flow. This is well known, but the point is that the reconstructed history depends on
the boundary condition, which is poorly understood. For instance, using a heat flow
boundary condition might lead to underestimating the time when the change in surface
temperature conditions occurred.
It is possible to account for variations in thermal diffusivity with depth. Formal so-15
lutions for the transient temperature in a layered half space are “easily” obtained with
the Laplace transform (e.g. Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). The “Born approximation” to
the general solution of the heat equation for continuously varying physical properties
with depth is given in Shen and Beck (1991). Because thermal diffusivity variations
are usually small, their effect on the transient temperature profile is a second order20
perturbation that can safely be neglected in view of all the other sources of error, pro-
vided that the average diffusivity is well determined. This does not hold true for the



















2.2 The inverse problem
For borehole temperature data, the inverse problem consists of determining, from
the temperature-depth profile, the reference surface temperature and heat flow, and
the ground surface temperature history. Determining the reference heat flow requires
knowledge of the thermal conductivity variations, usually measured on core samples.5
Alternatively, the thermal conductivity structure can be introduced as free model pa-
rameters through the thermal resistance vs. depth Eq. (1), but in this case the inverse
problem becomes non-linear.




∆T (t′)K (z, t′)dt′ (7)10
where the kernel K (z, t’) is given in Eq. (2). It turns out that this type of integral equa-
tion always describes an ill-posed problem. If T(z) is known approximately, there is
no solution to the inverse problem. Furthermore, an approximate solution is useless
because the inverse operator is not continuous. The physical meaning of this instability
is easy to understand. We can always add to the solution ∆T (t) a periodic function15
N sin(ωt). Regardless how large N, the effect on the temperature profile T (z) can be
made arbitrarily small by increasing the frequency ω. In other words, the difference
between the exact and the approximate surface temperatures could be arbitrarily large
at almost any time. This is paradoxical, but we do take advantage of this property
because we are mainly concerned with long period trends. In inverting temperature20
depth profiles, we can thus safely neglect the daily or the annual cycles although their



















2.3 The inverse problem discretized
Because the temperature variations of short duration are filtered out of the temperature
profile, any parametrization that allows to reproduce the gross features of the surface
temperature history could be used. Many different parameterizations have been pro-
posed for the GSTH: a discontinuous function corresponding to the mean surface tem-5
perature during K time intervals ∆k (k=1, ....N), a continuous function varying linearly
within K intervals ∆k , a Fourier series, etc.
We shall assume that the GSTH is approximated by a discontinuous function cor-
responding to the mean surface temperature during K intervals of duration ∆k (where
the ∆k can be adjusted to the resolution decreasing with time).10
For a single temperature profile, the temperature Θj measured at depth zj can be
written as:
Θj = Aj lXl (8)
where Θj is the measured temperature at depth zj corrected for the heat production
between the surface and that depth, Xl is a vector containing the unknowns {T0, q0, T1,15
..., TK }, and Aj l is a matrix containing 1 in the first column and the thermal resistances
to depth zj , R(zj ) in the second column. In columns 3 to K+2 the elements Aj,k+2 are

















where κ is the thermal diffusivity. The other parameterizations mentioned above would
yield a system of equations with the same structure.
Because the meteorological trends appear correlated over distances of ≈500 km
(Jones et al., 1986; Hansen and Lebedeff, 1987), boreholes from different sites in the


















to derive this common GSTH from simultaneous inversion of all the temperature profiles
that have recorded seemingly consistent climatic signals. For I boreholes, the unknown
parameters are the I surface temperatures and heat flow values and the K parameters
of the ground temperature history. The data are all the temperature measurements
from all the boreholes. If Ni is the number of temperature measurements at borehole5
i , the matrix has N1+N2+...+NI rows and K+2×I columns. The first N1 elements of
the first column equal 1 and all the others equal 0; the following N2 elements in the
second column are 1 and all the other elements are 0, and so on. The following I
columns contain the thermal resistances to depth zj in borehole i . Finally, the K last
rows contain the differences between error functions at times tk and tk−1 for every10















1 0 ... 0 R(1) 0 ... 0 A(1)
0 1 ... 0 0 R(2) ... 0 A(2)
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...





























where θ (i) denote the vectors of temperature data for borehole i and R(i) denote the
vectors containing thermal resistance to each depth in borehole i ; the elements of the15
matrix A
(i)
are the differences between error functions at time tk and tk−1 for each depth
of borehole i . Thermal diffusivity is usually assumed constant within each borehole




, the I reference heat flows q
(i )
0


















ground surface temperature history contained in the vector T.
2.3.1 Regularization by singular value decomposition
The system of N linear equations defined by Eqs. (8) and (10) must be solved for
the M=K+2×I unknown parameters. In general, the system is both underdetermined
and overdetermined, and it is unstable. If the system of equations Ax=b is mixed-5
determined, a generalized solution can be obtained by the singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD) (Lanczos, 1961; Press et al., 1992). It involves the decomposition of the
(N×M) matrix A as follows:
A = UΛV T (11)
where superscript T denotes the transpose of a matrix. The matrix U is an (N×N)10
orthonormal matrix (i.e. a rotation matrix) in data space, V is an (M×M) orthonormal
matrix in parameter space, and Λ is an (N×M) diagonal matrix; the only nonzero el-
ements are the L “singular values” λl on the diagonal, L≤min(N,M). The generalized
solution is given by
x = VΛ−1UTb (12)15
where the (M×N) matrix Λ−1 is a diagonal matrix with the L elements 1/λl on the
diagonal (for λl 6 =0) completed with zeros. The instability of the inversion results
from the existence of very small singular values. In practice, this problem can be
alleviated either by retaining only the P≤L singular values larger than a given “cutoff”
or by damping the reciprocals of the smaller singular values. The damping is done by20








where ǫ will be referred to as damping or regularization parameter. The impact of


















resolution (Beltrami et al., 1997). For borehole temperature data, the value of ǫ ranges
between 0.01 and 0.1. It is usually slightly higher than the singular value cutoff (≈0.01).
Both methods yield GSTH’s that are relatively close. Although there is no compelling
argument to prefer one method over the other, damping usually gives smoother results
than the sharp cutoff.5
3 Description of the data
The borehole temperature profiles used in this study were obtained by researchers at
GEOTOP and at the Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris (IPGP) over the past twenty
years. The measurements were made for determining heat flow in the Canadian Shield
and are described in a series of papers (Pinet et al., 1991; Mareschal et al., 2000, 2005;10
Perry et al., 2006).
This study separates in three regions all the borehole temperature depth profiles
logged for heat flow determination in the Canadian Shield by the GEOTOP-IPGP team
over the past 20 years (Fig. 1). In order to give the same weight to deep boreholes
in the simultaneous inversion, all boreholes deeper than 550m were truncated to that15
depth. Also, since shallow boreholes are very difficult to reduce with accuracy and to
invert, they could affect the simultaneous inversions. Therefore, all boreholes shallower
than approximately 350 meters were automatically rejected.
The boreholes located in central Canada between the provinces of Saskatchewan
and Manitoba were logged between 1993 and 1999. Table 1 shows the location of all20
these boreholes with their depth and a remark explaining if it was retained for inversion
or the reason why it was rejected.
The second region selected in this study covers a large part of north-western Ontario.
Most of the boreholes in this region were logged between 2000 and 2005 and their
locations, depths and remarks are shown in Table 2.25
The third region covers the eastern part of Ontario and the western part Quebec. The


















and 1993. The location, depth and remarks for each borehole are given in Table 3.
Because at that time the objective of the measurement was not the study of climate
change, the surface conditions were not sufficiently documented to select boreholes
suitable for inversion. Only, the shallowest boreholes have been eliminated from the
study. Analysis of this data-set will allow to compare the trends in three different regions5
when all the measured boreholes are retained for inversion.
For all profiles, temperature measurements are made at 10m intervals using an
electrical cable and a probe equipped with a thermistor. The precision of these mea-
surements is of the order of 0.002K and the overall accuracy is better than 0.02K. The
GEOTOP-IPGP research team is equipped with several cables ranging from 600m to10
2.3 km and with probes capable of measuring temperatures in the range between –15
to 50 degrees Celsius.
For each borehole, core samples were collected to measure their thermal conduc-
tivity. Usually, the core is sampled every 80–100m, and wherever important changes
in lithology occur. Thermal conductivity is determined by the method of divided bars15
(Misener and Beck, 1960). Heat generation is also determined for the heat flow stud-
ies. Heat generation is usually low in the Canadian Shield and has little effect on the
shallow part of the temperature profiles, and it can be ignored except for very deep
boreholes.
Each profile was carefully examined and when necessary erratic data points in the20
shallow part of the profile were removed. These erratic values are caused by the probe
not equilibrating with the groundwater or by water movement near the ground surface.
A test was performed to verify that this removal does not affect the GSTH. A synthetic
temperature depth profile was inverted using first the complete profile, then the same
profile without the first 30m, and finally the same profile without the first 60m. The25
results showed almost no difference in the GSTH between the complete and the profile
truncated above 30m, while the resolution of the recent past decreases for GSTH
obtained from the profile truncated above 60m. This test shows that the removal of


















the recent part of the GSTH.
4 Results
4.1 Tests with synthetic data
The SVD method for simultaneous inversions has been thoroughly tested for regional
GSTH by using multiple series of 84 synthetic temperature depth profiles containing a5
ground surface temperature history signal of 600 years similar to those appearing in
recent publications for central and eastern Canada (Guillou-Frottier et al., 1998; Gos-
selin and Mareschal, 2003; Beltrami and Mareschal, 1992). Each synthetic tempera-
ture depth profile had random noise added to it; this noise had approximately the same
level we observe in measured data. We verified that varying some parameters of the10
synthetics (noise level, sampling interval, total depth of the profile, reference gradient
and surface temperature) does not affect the GSTH.
Most of the parameters mentioned above had little or no effect on the simultaneous
inversions. However, we noticed instabilities when the average of all reference temper-
atures had a value other than 0. Large oscillations appeared in the GSTH as well as15
a jump in surface temperature at the beginning of the history. We carefully examined
and interpreted the resolution matrices as showing a spill-over of the reference tem-
peratures to the rest of the matrix when a large number of profiles were simultaneously
inverted.
In order to prevent this “spill-over” of the reference temperatures into the solution,20
it was simply removed by using the reduced temperature profiles (i.e. the difference
between the observed and reference profiles). When properly reduced, a profile only
shows the perturbations to the steady-state temperature in the borehole without any
information on the reference temperature or gradient. Further tests with series of syn-
thetic temperature depth profiles showed that GSTHs obtained from reduced profiles25


















Although no problems were identified when using observed temperature profiles for
individual inversions or simultaneous inversions using a limited number of profiles, it is
recommended to use reduced profiles when inverting simultaneously many profiles.
4.2 Study with real data: selection of profiles and interpretation
4.2.1 Manitoba-Saskatchewan5
The first data set analyzed was from the Saskatchewan-Manitoba region (Fig. 1), con-
sisting of 106 boreholes logged between 1993 and 1999. First, all boreholes shallower
than approximately 200m were eliminated. This was necessary because the reference
gradient for such shallow profiles is too poorly constrained for the profiles to be reduced.
Also these shallow profile do not provide the desired time window for this study. An-10
other 3 boreholes (9903, 9904 and 9905) from the Kississing Lake site were removed
from the dataset because the lake effect was so overwhelming that it overshadowed
the signal of the other profiles. This limited to 73 the number of usable boreholes for
the regional study in Saskatchewan-Manitoba. From these 73 boreholes, only 13 were
considered affected by no other surface condition than a temporal change in the ground15
surface temperatures. Table 1 lists all the boreholes in the region with their character-
istics and the non-climatic effects that were noted. The reduced temperature profiles
for the entire data set show a lot of variability and seem inconsistent; however, the 13
retained profiles are much more similar and consistent with each other. All the profiles
are shown in Fig. 3a. Since most of these profiles are affected by non-climatic factors,20
the variability is considerable, although an overall warming trend is clearly visible and
can also be inferred from the average GSTH. If only the 13 unaffected temperature
depth profiles are plotted (Fig. 3b), the variability decreases dramatically and not only
the amplitude of the recent warming, but the onset of the little ice age (LIA) is also
apparent. However it is also worth noting that the average of the reduced temperature25
profiles of the entire and selected datasets are almost identical.


















in this study (i.e. 20 year time steps covering 600 years). Thermal conductivity and
diffusivity were assumed constant for all inversions in this paper and heat production
values were not taken into consideration.
The 73 temperature depth profiles were inverted simultaneously with the same
parametrization and a value for regularization parameter, ǫ=0.3. A larger regular-5
ization parameter than for the individual inversions is necessary because the singular
values are different and decrease more slowly than those of individual inversions. In or-
der to obtain comparable information between individual and simultaneous inversions,
one needs to use approximately the same number of singular values for both. Thus,
the cut-off needs to be higher in simultaneous inversions than in individual inversions.10
The result from the simultaneous inversion was then compared with a simultaneous
inversion using only the 13 selected profiles and is shown in Fig. 4.
One of the problems of most inversion techniques is the occurrence of instabilities
due to the inversion. Actually, the main difficulty is the proper tradeoff between stability
and resolution. In the case of SVD, the instability affects the larger singular values and15
thus the recent past in the GSTH: It is seen as marked oscillation at 20–40 years before
present. In this study, the inconsistencies between the records of various boreholes are
causing these instabilities. It casts serious doubt that any conclusion concerning the
very recent past can be derived from the simultaneous inversion of noisy records. In
the data space, the corresponding eigen vectors sample mostly the shallow part of the20
profile, which is noisiest, i.e. the most affected by non-climatic surface perturbations.
To alleviate the instability problem and to gain perspective on the resolution of the
simultaneous inversions, we calculated the averages of inversion for all the individual
profiles from the complete and the selected data-sets. Each profile from the complete
data-set of 73 profiles was inverted, using the same regularization parameter for all25
the profiles (ǫ=0.05), but adapting the parametrization for the shallow profiles. These
individual GSTHs were then averaged in order to obtain a regional GSTH. For the 13
selected profiles, each inversion was optimized by using the smallest regularization


















difference between the results obtained from the entire dataset and those from the se-
lected profiles. It concerns the LIA minimum (ca. 1820 AD), which is more pronounced
in the selected profiles than with the entire dataset. There are two factors explaining
that difference of amplitude. First, as mentioned above, the 13 selected profiles were
inverted using unique optimized regularization parameters, meaning each individual5
inversion was optimized for maximum signal to noise ratio. This optimization is im-
possible to perform on the complete data-set (73 profiles) because the signal is often
non-climatic, and the optimization would amplify the noise. Without even amplifying the
noise, the many profiles (60 out of of 73) that recorded non-climatic effects will domi-
nate the average and yield near zero temperature perturbation at the time of the LIA.10
It is noteworthy that individual inversions are performed independently and that there
is no constraint to fit a unique model, whereas a simultaneous inversion does have
this constraint. In profiles severely affected by non-climatic perturbations, the climatic
signal can be taken into consideration by the simultaneous inversion. So in the case
of a simple average of individual inversions, the fact that all GSTHs have the same15
weight means that random non-climatic perturbations will weight heavily on the overall
average.
On the other hand, the average of individual inversions has the advantage of being
more stable than a joint inversion. Since these instabilities are usually not correlated
to the climatic signal, the average of several GSTH will ultimately cancel most of the20
instabilities and yield a reasonable value in the interval 20–40 years before present
(Fig. 4).
4.2.2 Northwestern Ontario
The second data-set analyzed for this study was from Northwestern Ontario (Fig. 1).
It consists of 56 boreholes logged between 2000 and 2003. All boreholes shallower25
than approximately 200m were eliminated. All the profiles in the dataset are displayed
on Fig. 5a. Temperature depth profiles from two more sites were removed from the


















(0306, 0307 and 0308) from the Junior Lake site where an important forest fire had
occurred a few years before measurements were eliminated. We also eliminated the
profiles from Seagull (0112 and 0113) because of the overwhelming effect of water and
gas rushing out of an over-pressured zone at depth. The perturbed Seagull profiles are
easily identifiable on Fig. 5a. Water was still rushing out of the borehole several weeks5
after the drilling operations had stopped. The complete dataset of usable boreholes
for northwestern Ontario contained 35 boreholes. From this set, 15 were considered
unaffected by non-climatic perturbations. The description of the boreholes and the rea-
sons for eliminating some profiles are listed in Table 2. The resulting reduced profiles
are shown on Fig. 5b. The complete dataset includes some very noisy profiles. As in10
central Canada, the selected profiles exhibit more consistent trends than the complete
data set, but the average reduced profiles of both datasets are similar.
As for Manitoba-Saskatchewan, we obtained four different regional GSTHs by invert-
ing jointly and by averaging individual inversions of the complete and of the selected
datasets (Fig. 6).15
The inversions were performed with the same temporal parametrization as for
Manitoba-Saskatchewan (20 year time steps covering 600 years before present). How-
ever, because the northwestern Ontario boreholes were generally noisier than those in
Saskatchewan-Manitoba a higher value was selected for the regularization parameter
of individual inversions (ǫ=0.1).20
The regional GSTH using the complete dataset of 35 temperature depth profiles and
the selected dataset of 15 profiles were inverted with a regularization parameter ǫ=0.2
and 0.15 respectively. Despite the high noise level, the regularization parameter is
smaller than the one used for Manitoba-Saskatchewan region mainly because there
are less temperature depth profiles (and thus lower singular values) in the complete25
data set than in Manitoba-Saskatchewan. On Fig. 6, the GSTHs are reasonably similar
until 100 years before present. But the GSTH for the complete dataset is very unstable
in the most recent 100 years, showing a serious warming followed by a sudden 1.0K


















climatic signal is most likely due to the sum of two factors: 1) an effect of the noisier
profiles measured in that region, and 2) the inversion instability.
The average of the individual inversions for the region confirms that this oscillation
is due to the instability of the inversion. For the individual inversions, each profile
contained in the complete dataset was inverted with a regularization parameter ǫ=0.1;5
the profiles contained in the selected dataset were all optimized using the best signal
to noise ratio possible (smallest regularization parameter). The results are also plotted
against the simultaneous inversions on Fig. 6. This suggests that the large oscillation
in the simultaneous inversion of the complete dataset is non-climatic, since none of the
averages show such a jump.10
The study of western Ontario has also shown that simultaneous inversion of all bore-
holes in a given region regardless of the site conditions is likely to lead to an erroneous
GSTH. A single very perturbed profile has the potential to cause major non-climatic
shifts in the final GSTH. This happened with the accidental inclusion of the Seagull
site (boreholes # 0112 and 0113) in the data set. The resulting GSTH was very much15
affected, showing a full degree drop in temperatures with the minimum occurring at the
exact time of the LIA minimum (1780 AD). This apparent LIA signal was due only to the
inclusion of the Seagull site where the temperature profile was extremely perturbed by
the gushing out of water and gas that persisted years after drilling. The GSTH without
that site contains no LIA signal in western Ontario.20
A comparison of the curves obtained by averaging individual inversions of both
datasets shows similar GSTHs for the first 300 years and then some divergence in
the recent most past, as was observed in the averages of Manitoba-Saskatchewan.
As was the case in Manitoba-Saskatchewan, the presence of profiles perturbed by
random non-climatic effects in the complete dataset tends to bring the average near25
zero.
The obvious difference between the first two regions is the absence of any LIA signal
from the western Ontario datasets. Regardless of noise level or depth, we could not


















is missing in that part of Canada.
4.2.3 Eastern Ontario and Quebec
The third dataset used for this study contains the oldest measurements taken by the
GEOTOP-IPGP research team in Quebec and in eastern Ontario between 1987 and
1992 (Fig. 1). As mentioned before in this paper, these measurements were taken5
solely for heat flow studies and there is very little documentation on the actual mea-
surement sites. Because of this lack of information, the analysis of the data from this
region was done only on the complete dataset, as it was impossible to identify non-
perturbed sites with certainty. Although a total of 137 boreholes had been measured,
the complete dataset consists only of 28 usable boreholes because many of these10
boreholes are too shallow and/or severely perturbed (Table 3). The reduced profiles
are displayed on Fig. 7. Like in the other two regions, these profiles are quite inconsis-
tent, but the average of all the reduced profiles is not very different from those obtained
in the other regions. When we revisited some of these sites, we found out that they
were affected by non-climatic perturbations. Some of these 28 boreholes would thus15
be rejected if we could apply the same strict criteria as in the other two regions.
The 28 temperature depth profiles were all individually inverted using the same
parametrization as for the other regions and ǫ=0.1. The regional GSTH for eastern
Canada was performed by simultaneously inverting the complete dataset of 28 tem-
perature depth profiles with a regularization parameter ǫ=0.3. As for the other two20
regions, an average of individual inversions was also performed in order to compare
the two methods as well as the effects of potential instabilities. Both curves are plotted
in Fig. 8. The difference in amplitude of the LIA minimum (1800 AD) between the joint
inversion and the average is similar to that observed in central Canada and has the
same explanation, the weight of the random non-climatic perturbations minimizing the25
GSTH. Therefore, we think that the LIA signal detected in eastern Canada is real. For
the recent past (past 60 years), there are differences between the two curves. The joint


















This is another indication that the shallow section of some of the profiles is dominated
by noise (i.e. non climatic effects). The regional GSTH obtained from the average of
individual inversions probably yields the best (i.e. most stable) GSTH for that period,
as the instabilities are canceling out in the averaging process.
5 Discussion5
The study was undertaken to compare different procedures to process and invert a
regional GSTH from borehole temperature depth profiles, in particular: (1) Is it better
to select boreholes that are not affected by non climatic perturbations, or does the noise
from these perturbations cancel out? (2) Is it better to perform a joint inversion of all the
temperature depth profiles than to average the results individual inversions? The most10
important conclusion is that the results obtained by different procedures remain fairly
consistent with each other, and the differences between methods are less than the
error limits. Provided the inversions are carried out with sufficient care, similar trends
will be inferred from all the procedures. This does not mean that they yield identical
results. When choosing a particular procedure, we are faced with the standard problem15
of the tradeoff between resolution and stability of the inversion.
– Whenever possible, i.e. when the sites are well documented, it is much better to
select temperature profiles that are not perturbed by non-climatic effects near the
surface. Regardless of the method used (joint inversion or averaging of individual
inversions), the GSTHs have higher resolution and are more stable than those of20
the entire dataset.
– Because selected profiles are less noisy than all the profiles from a region and
the resolution is determined by the level of noise in the noisiest of the profiles,
it is better to invert jointly selected profiles. In other words, the joint inversion of
non selected profiles does not improve at all the resolution which is degraded by25


















eigen vectors in data space that correspond to the large singular values sample
the shallow part of the profile that is most affected by the non-climatic perturba-
tions. The resolution is improved by selecting profiles that are not affected by
non-climatic signals.
– The average of all the GSTHs from a region has very poor resolution. The indi-5
vidual inversions of all the profiles from a region always yield GSTHs that are very
inconsistent with each other. This supports the view that the non-climatic effects
are more or less random, but these effects often overwhelm the climatic signal in
the individual inversions.
– This study comforted us in the opinion that few good data always yield much better10
results in terms of resolution and stability than many low quality data. Whenever
possible, i.e. when there is a sufficient number of profiles that are well docu-
mented, a selection of profiles should be made.
– When profiles are selected, individual inversions yield consistent results. If each
individual inversions is optimized, the resolution of the average of the individual15
inversions is better than that of the joint inversion of the same profiles. The re-
gional GSTH should be obtained both by averaging individual inversions and by
joint inversion of the selected profiles.
– The comparison of GSTHs using complete and selected temperature depth pro-
files, show no systematic warming trend due to non-climatic perturbations. If there20
were systematic warming effects on these perturbed profiles, these would be ap-
parent in the different comparisons of GSTH techniques presented in this paper.
However, contrary to the suggestion by Lewis (1998), there does not seem to be
any sign of bias in the data and no systematic warmer trend in the GSTH obtained



















Determining the ground surface temperature history from borehole temperature pro-
files in south-central and southeastern Canada has been the object of many studies
(Nielsen and Beck, 1989; Beltrami and Mareschal, 1991, 1992; Wang et al., 1994;
Guillou-Frottier et al., 1998; Majorowicz et al., 1999; Gosselin and Mareschal, 2003).
Our results are consistent with previous results, but because different approaches were5
used to process the data, our study clarifies the problems of resolution and robustness
of the regional GSTH. Our results are consistent with each other but differ in resolution
with some trends that are well marked only with some methods.
– Regardless of the method used, there seems to be a warming signal ranging
between 0.5 and 1.0K over the past 500 years with some regions experiencing10
different warming rates. The LIA signatures obtained in Manitoba-Saskatchewan
and and in eastern Canada are consistent and appear almost synchronous (with
very limited time resolution). This suggests that the LIA occurred simultaneously
across the central and eastern parts of Canada.
– On the other hand, the LIA is not found in northwestern Ontario, which is lo-15
cated between these two regions. This point was also discussed by Gosselin and
Mareschal (2003). Although the Ontario profiles are in general noisier and shal-
lower than those in Manitoba-Saskatchewan, we do not believe that this explains
the absence of the LIA. Regardless of the depth or noise level of the profiles, none
of the individual inversions shows the LIA cooling. Two boreholes (logged by the20
Geological Survey of Canada in the early 1980s) located in northwestern Ontario
but more than 500 km to the north of our study area do show a LIA signal. One
possibility is that the LIA did not occur near Lake Superior because the the local
climate is affected by the lake.
– All regional GSTHs performed with selected temperature depth profiles show ei-25
ther a decrease or a stabilization of the warming rate in the recent past (20–40
years ago) before the most recent warming. This is in agreement with meteoro-


















in Fig. 10 from Gosselin and Mareschal, 2003). These mean annual surface air
temperature data, smoothed by averaging over an 11 year window, show a cooling
trend from the 1940s to the 1970s. Despite the 20 year steps used in the regional
GSTHs and the difference between surface air and ground surface temperatures,
the GSTHs from all three regions appear well correlated with meteorological data.5
Overall, the best method to obtain a valid GSTH using temperature depth profiles
measured in boreholes seems to be to 1) Carefully select boreholes for which all ex-
ternal perturbations other than climate have been ruled out 2) perform a simultaneous
inversion of the selected temperature depth profiles selecting a regularization param-
eter adjusted to the noise level and number of profiles used in the inversion and 3) in10
order to confirm the GSTH and remove any instability caused by the inversion, also
perform an average of individual inversions done on selected profiles with the lowest
possible regularization parameter.
6 Conclusions
In general, we find that selecting temperature depth profiles that are not affected by15
surface conditions yields a GSTH with the highest resolution. When profiles have been
selected, simultaneous inversion of all the profiles and averaging of individual inver-
sions yield almost identical results.
Simultaneous inversion of noisy temperature depth profiles usually fails to improve
signal to noise ratio and turns out to be very unstable. When profiles that are affected20
by surface conditions can not be eliminated, it is preferable to average the GSTHs of
individual inversions. The resolution is always poor but the average GSTH is stable.
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Table 1. Saskatchewan-Manitoba Sites. For each borehole in the Saskatchewan-Manitoba
Region we give the location, the log identification number, the geographic coordinates, the
vertical depth measured (∆h) and either that it was selected or the identified cause of non
climatic perturbation.



























00” 507 Steep topography








10” 542 Steep topography


























17” 577 Steep topography








52” 645 Selected for GSTH

















10” 143 Too shallow








31” 110 Too shallow


























06” 267 Selected for GSTH








41” 470 Selected for GSTH








50” 386 Large tree clearing








54” 840 Large tree clearing








50” 938 Large tree clearing

















21” 415 Water flow








09” 821 Water flow








37” 85 Too shallow








37” 143 Too shallow








37” 146 Too shallow








51” 1180 Steep topography








47” 352 Lake, steep topography








32” 290 Lake, steep topography

















23” 568 Lake, steep topography

















21” 232 Water flow, too shallow








01” 376 Selected for GSTH


























02” 423 Selected for GSTH








































































16” 464 Selected for GSTH








42” 947 Lake, steep topography








42” 560 Lake, steep topography








31” 585 Steep topography








27” 534 Steep topography














































































10” 247 Steep topography








40” 568 Shallow part of hole not logged








28” 680 Selected for GSTH


























09” 291 Lake, too shallow








34” 308 Selected for GSTH

















11” 499 Steep topography








12” 447 Steep topography

















13” 278 Too shallow








09” 150 Too shallow








38” 150 Too shallow








40” 898 Selected for GSTH








36” 672 Unstable measurements






























































30” 606 Clearing near highway








31” 70 Lake, too shallow



































15” 1418 Lake and topography




































Site Log Latitude Longitude ∆h,m Selection Comment



































25” 262 Steep topography








28” 225 Lake, forest fire








57” 394 Lake, forest fire








35” 254 Lake, forest fire








28” 330 Close to open mine pit








05” 250 Water flow








05” 730 Water flow








12” 400 Water flow


























35” 916 Selected for GSTH

























































































Table 2. Northwestern Ontario Sites For each borehole in the Northwestern Ontario Region
we give the location, the log identification number, the geographic coordinates, the vertical
depth measured (∆h) and either that it was selected or the identified cause of non climatic
perturbation.
Site Log Longitude Latitude ∆h,m Selection Comment















56” 1724 Selected for GSTH








26” 338 Selected for GSTH








15” 496 Selected for GSTH

















45” 653 Steep topography, rail road, tree clearing








51” 896 Selected for GSTH








18” 675 Selected for GSTH

















04” 480 Steep topography, water flow








58” 470 Steep topography, water flow








29” 956 Steep topography








36” 1435 Steep topography








26” 239 Instrumental problems








46” 723 Selected for GSTH

















11” 638 Selected for GSTH








54” 460 Selected for GSTH








53” 734 Selected for GSTH








36” 770 Selected for GSTH








54” 258 Too shallow


























30” 890 Water flow








02” 2028 Selected for GSTH








35” 170 Too shallow, lake






575 Too shallow, lake








54” 270 Too shallow

















23” 800 Water flow








36” 740 Noisy data








30” 890 Water flow








43” 370 Selected for GSTH

















24” 573 Water flow



































01” 291 Steep topography








58” 352 Forest fire








59” 370 Forest fire








09” 423 Forest fire

















22” 390 Topography, Lake








23” 349 Selected for GSTH


























Table 3. For each borehole in the Eastern Canada Region we give the location, the log identi-
fication number, the geographic coordinates, the vertical depth measured (∆h) and the reason
for not retaining the profile when it was not used.



















































































































44” 100 Too shallow, artesian drill hole

















02” 170 Too shallow
































































































23” 90 Too shallow, artesian drill hole

























































































































































16” 182 Too shallow








40” 289 Too shallow








42” 275 Too shallow








14” 127 Too shallow








02” 170 Too shallow








05” 177 Too shallow






























































23” 104 Too shallow








09” 227 Too shallow








11” 265 Too shallow

















57” 273 Too shallow








23” 90 Too shallow, artesian drill hole








20” 100 Too shallow, artesian drill hole








54” 90 Too shallow, artesian drill hole

















32” 120 Too shallow, artesian drill hole


























27” 90 Too shallow, artesian drill hole

















00” 300 On nuclear power station site











































































































































































Site Log Longitude Latitude ∆h,m Selection Comment








” 274 Too shallow








” 236 Too shallow







































































43” 211 Too shallow








48” 387 Water flow








05” 407 Water flow








40” 397 Water flow





















































43” 430 Water flow

















12” 216 Too shallow





















































51” 260 Too shallow

















07” 274 Too shallow




















































































































































Fig. 1. Location map showing the three regions and the data used in this study. The blue
rectangles delimits the three regions. The red triangles show all the borehole temperature



































Fig. 2. Comparison of temperature profiles corresponding to different surface boundary condi-










































































Fig. 3. Reduced temperature-depth profiles measured in northern Manitoba and
Saskatchewan: (a) all the profiles recorded; (b) selected profiles not affected by non-climatic







































Selected individual (ε optimized)
Fig. 4. Comparison of ground-surface temperature histories obtained using different methods










































































Fig. 5. Reduced temperature-depth profiles measured in northwestern Ontario: (a) all the
profiles recorded; (b) selected profiles not affected by non-climatic surface perturbations. The






























































Selected individual (ε optimized)
Fig. 6. Comparison of ground-surface temperature histories obtained using different methods














































Fig. 7. Reduced temperature profiles measured in eastern Ontario and western Quebec. The














































Fig. 8. Comparison of ground-surface temperature histories using two different methods for the
eastern Canada region.
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